
IMPROVING THE VISIBILITY OF DIVERSE LAWYERS AT SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED LAW FIRMS 

This working group explored ways to improve the visibility and exposure of diverse lawyers at small and 

mid-sized law firms.  We came up with an approach that will be rolled out in three phases: Phase I: 

identify program participants; Phase II: develop opportunities for diverse attorneys; Phase III: 

implementation of opportunities.  The following guidance will center around Phase I which can 

commence calendar year 2022 with a target roll-out of Phase II and Phase III Q1 calendar year 2023. 

Phase I 

Phase I will focus on identifying the associates, partners and law firms that will participate in this 

program.   

Law Firms – We would carefully select the law firms that would participate, partly based on their 

passion for DE&I and their interest in improving in the space.  Those law firms would focus on 

recruitment, exposure and education.   

• Recruitment would include developing an open, continuous and constant approach to 

recruiting.  They would be asked to identify different and new locations where the firm is likely 

to attract diverse talent.  And they would be asked not to limit recruitment efforts to filling open 

positions.   

 

• For exposure, the law firm would ensure associate exposure to projects at all levels, invite 

associates to meetings at all levels and work with the new associates to develop detailed 

development plans, which would address individual concerns.  Further, the law firms would 

require their shareholders to provide an annual percentage of meaningful projects offered to 

diverse attorneys.  And the firm would require its partners and shareholders to attend diversity 

training.   

 

• Last, for education, the firm would develop a program to address and improve their culture and 

working environment.  They would also be asked to implement a mentorship program to 

provide diverse attorneys with improved opportunities to reach each partner and shareholder.  

Associates – For associates, we would target junior (1-3 years) and mid-level (4-7 years) at participating 

law firms.  When identified, we would develop a comprehensive description of the associate being 

invited to participate.  We would develop an introduction and explanation of the program’s goals and 

expectations, and we would create an invitation for welcoming those associates to participate in the 

inaugural class.  

Partners and Shareholders – The partners and shareholders would help us identify the associates who 

will participate and we will educate those leaders on the necessity and urgency of the program.  In 

addition, we would provide them with talking points for their introductory conversations.  And – most 

important – we would require the partners and shareholders to identify opportunities for the diverse 

associates – opportunities that would include:  

a) being able to showcase their work to firm leaders,  

 

b) speaking engagements on subject matter expertise, and  



 

c) training programs to strengthen business acumen and legal skills.   

 

Partners and shareholders will be required to participate in outside training opportunities such as CLEs 

in the Diversity and Inclusion space.   

 

Phases II and III 

Phase II is still in the planning stages.  In Phase II, we would develop opportunities for all diverse 

attorneys – from all of the law firms – to participate together.  These would include social events where 

they can mingle with each other, as well as network with other sponsoring law firms and companies.  It 

would also include speaking engagements and more educational opportunities.   

And finally, in Phase III, we would focus on implementing these opportunities.   

 

 


